
Constructive conflict agreement: 
 

❖ When I know that a conversation is likely to be difficult I will arrange an appropriate time to have it 
when both of us have the physical and emotional energy to do so. I will not start a challenging 
conversation when either of us is too hungry, angry, lonely or tired (HALT). 

❖ If, without meaning to, I get into a difficult conversation with you when one of us is too hungry, angry, 
lonely or tired (HALT) I bring this fact up and ask to reschedule the conversation, or welcome you 
doing so. 

❖ I will not postpone a difficult conversation indefinitely. If it is not the right time now, I will arrange 
time. 

❖ I will have difficult conversations in a medium where I can see and hear you. If a conversation starts to 
get difficult by email or chat, I will ask for a pause and for us to find a time when we can have a face to 
face conversation (by skype / in person). 

❖ When I start a difficult conversation I will use a softened start-up and not critically attack you. 
❖ I will not threaten to end the relationship or make a dramatic exit. 
❖ I will not shout, raise my voice, throw things or get physical with you. 

❖ I will not speak over you. 

❖ I will listen carefully and with my full attention. 

❖ I will use “I” statements not “you” statements to avoid blaming and generalizing especially phrases like 
‘you always’ or ‘you never’. 

❖ I will focus on behaviour and not personality. 

❖ I will stick to the current problem rather than adding on things from the past that are tangentially 
relevant. If I need to have a wider discussion about past issues I will do so at a later point when I am 
(hopefully) less emotionally activated. 

❖ I will acknowledge when a schema is triggered and recognise that my feelings are not all about the 
immediate situation, even if it feels like they are. 

❖ If things start to get heated I will use techniques like the ‘feedback loop’ to slow things down.  

❖ When I experience an unusually strong emotional reaction I will ask for a timeout so that I can 
re-engage at a later time in a productive way. 

❖ I will be gentle with myself and others when identifying that one or both of us has not kept to the terms 
of our fair fighting agreement. I will seek support in learning these new skills from my people and, if I 
want to, a therapist. 

❖ I will check in with you about this agreement and whether we would like to make adjustments to it if a 
big conflict arises. 


